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For context-free grammars the restrictive devices of unordered scattered 
context, random context, partial ordering of productions and concatenation 
of productions in matrices are compared with respect o their generative 
power. This leads to two new characterizations of the family of type 0 languages 
in terms of unordered scattered context grammars and random context 
grammars, respectively. Languages generated by context-free grammars by 
imposing one of the above-mentioned restrictive devices or programming, 
regular control language, periodic time-variance or context-sensitivity are 
shown to have in the case of finite index a property similar to the "uvwxy- 
property" of context-free languages. 
INTRODUCTION 
Many types of grammars ecently introduced can be interpreted as context- 
free grammars with restricted use of productions. Such a restrictive device 
effects that not every context-free derivation leading to a terminal string is 
allowed. An obvious and old example is given by the context-sensitive 
grammars. More recent examples are matrix grammars (Abraham, 1965), 
grammars with regular control language (Ginsburg and Spanier, 1968), 
programmed grammars (Rosenkrantz, 1969) and periodically time-variant 
grammars (Salomaa, 1970) which with respect o generative power were 
shown to be all equivalent by Salomaa. 
In this paper essentially three restrictive devices--unordered scattered 
context grammars, random context grammars (Van der Walt, 1970) and 
grammars with partial ordering of the rules (Fri~, 1968)--are dealt with. 
Each restrictive device is considered in different cases characterized (1) by 
including or excluding productions X--~ e (E denotes the empty word) in the 
underlying context-free grammar and (2) concerning the application of 
productions, for unordered scattered context grammars by including or 
excluding so-called checking-possibilities (cf., Salomaa) and for random 
context grammars by imposing various permitting and forbidding restrictions. 
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The paper is divided into five sections; the first two sections are devoted 
to basic definitions. In section 3 the basic equivalence results are developed; 
the different ypes of unordered scattered context grammars are shown to be 
equivalent to corresponding concepts of matrix grammars, hence also to those 
of grammars with regular control language, programmed grammars and 
periodically time-variant grammars. For the different types of random context 
grammars equivalence and inclusion results concerning their relation to 
unordered scattered context grammars and grammars with partial ordering 
of the rules are proved; the last ones can be identified with a proper subset of 
random context grammars. 
In Section 4 some results are derived concerning the position of the different 
types of the regarded grammars in the Chomsky hierarchy. These lead to two 
new characterizations of the family of recursively enumerable languages in 
terms of the unordered scattered context grammars and the random context 
grammars. Then the family of languages generated by random context 
grammars as conceived and established by Van der Walt turns out to be 
properly included in the family of context-sensitive languages. This solves 
an open problem of Van der Walt and gives an affirmative answer to the 
question raised by Frig whether the family of languages generated by C-free 
context-free grammars with partial ordering of the rules is properly included 
in the family of context-sensitive languages. 
In Section 5 it is shown that languages generated by context-free grammars 
by imposing one of the regarded restriction devices in case of finite index 
have a periodicity property similar to the uvwxy-property of the context-free 
languages. 
1. BASIC DEFINITIONS; GRAMMARS WITH REGULAR CONTROL LANGUAGE, 
PERIODICALLY TIME-VARIANT GRAMMARS, 
PROGRAMMED GRAMMARS AND MATRIX GRAMMARS 
In this section we briefly introduce four restrictive devices on the use of 
productions of context-free grammars, essentially following Salomaa (1970). 
The reader is supposed to be familiar with the basic notions and notations 
of language theory. 
Let G ~ (N, T, R, S) be a context-free grammar where N is the finite 
nonterminal lphabet, T the finite terminal alphabet (N t3 T will be denoted 
by V), R is a finite set of (say k) symbols 
R={~ ..... ~} (1) 
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(each ri representing a production A -+ w, A in N and w in V*) and S in N 
the starting symbol. 
G is called e-free (e denotes the empty word), if it does not contain produc- 
tions A ~ E; L(G)  is the language generated by G. 
Now let R 1 be a subset of R; let 
S = Yo ~ Yl  ~ Y2 '" ~ Y . - i  ~ Y -  (n ~ 1) 
r j (1) r~(n) 
(2) 
be a derivation in G, where Yi  ~ Yi+l is realized by applying the production 
r j( i ) ,  and the application of rj(i) : X - -+ w is defined by 
(E) either there exists u, v such that Yi -1 = uXv  and Yi  = uwv, 
(0) or X does not occur in Y i -1 ,  rj(i) in R 1 and Yi-a = Yi  • 
The string rj(1)rj(2) "" rj(~) over the "alphabet" R is called the control word 
of the derivation (2). 
The application of a production in R -- R 1 always means actual rewriting 
whereas for productions in R 1 there are "checking possibilities" indicated by 
the alternatives (E) and (0). 
a. Let C be a regular language over R, the set of productions of G. The 
triple 
Gc = (G, C, R1) 
is called a context-free grammar with regular control language C. The 
language generated by Ge exactly contains those words of L(G) which possess 
a derivation with control w rd in C. We denote by &o, the family of languages 
generated by arbitrary grammars G~ = (G, C, R1), by ~ the subset of ~"  
where G ranges over e-free context-free grammars only, by ~-q~ the subset of 
~E obtained by considering rammars Go with R 1 = ~ (where ~ denotes 
the empty set) and by ~%o the intersection of 5~ cwith c¢~. 
Clearly, 
5~ C ~o~ C ~.~oE and ~o C £¢~ C ~o~°e . (3) 
Furthermore, the family of e-free context-free languages i properly included 
in ~o, because R* is regular and 2,o contains the languageL = {anb~c ~ [ n ~ 1}, 
b. Let ~0 be a periodic mapping of the set of natural numbers into the set of 
subsets of R; i.e. there exist natural numbers n and m /> 0 such that for all 
j~m,  
q~(j + in) = p(j). (4) 
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The triple 
Gt = (G, ~0, R1) 
is called a periodically time-variant context-free grammar. 
The language generated by a grammar G, exactly contains those words of 
L(G)  which possess a derivation (2) with r~(i) in ~o(i) for each i. We denote by 
~ the family of languages generated by arbitrary grammars G, = (G, % R1); 
is the subset of ~ J  obtained by considering e-free context-free grammars 
only; J'~ is the family of languages generated by grammars (G, p, ~) and J -  
the intersection of ~ with J'~. 
c. Let M be a finite set of finite sequences 
[ril , riz ,..., r i , ,], ni >~ 1, (5) 
of productions ri j in R. These sequences are called matrices and the triple 
G~ = (G, M, R~) 
is a context-free matrix grammar. The language generated by Gm exactly 
contains those words of L(G)  which possess a derivation (2) whose control 
word results from the concatenation f entire matrices (5). 
Jd'J denotes the family of languages generated by arbitrary matrix 
grammars; #//¢e the subset of #//~ obtained by considering e-free context-free 
grammars G, d¢ "~ the subset of languages of ~'e ~ with grammars (G, M, 20 
and ~ '  the intersection of Me with J¢/'*. 
d. Let p and ¢ be mappings of the set R of productions into the set of 
subsets of R. A programmed grammar is a triple 
a~ = (G, ~o, ~). 
The language generated by G~ exactly contains those words of L(G) which 
possess a derivation (2) where each pair of succeeding steps 
Yi -1  ~ Y i  ~ Yi+l , i = l(1)n -- 1, 
and the application of the productions rj( 0 : X--~ w and r3-(i+1 ) , respectively, 
are determined by the following alternatives: 
(E') Either there exist u, v such that 
Yi -1  = uXv ,  Y i  = uwv and rs(i+l) belongs to 9(rj(i)) 
(0') or X does not occur in Y i -1 ,  Y i -1  = Y i  and 
r~(i+x) belongs to ~b(rj(i) ).
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We denote by ~o~ the family of languages generated by arbitrary pro- 
grammed grammars, by ~o the family of languages generated by grammars G~ 
where G ranges over E-free context-free grammars, by ~ the subset of ~{ 
obtained by considering rammars G. = (G, % ~b) with ~b(r) = 2~ for each 
production r in G and by ~ the intersection ofPc with ~.  
Inclusions corresponding to (3) hold true for the families 
~,  ~ ,  Y¢, ~"; ~/'c~, J/{c, J{~, dZ and ~{,  ~c,  9a~, ~;  
furthermore, there is proper containment of the family of e-free context- 
free languages in the families Y,  rid/ and ~ because the language 
L = {anb'~c n I n >/ 1} belongs to J ' ,  J/¢' and ~. 
We mention that matrix grammars were introduced in Abraham (1965), 
grammars with control anguage in Ginsburg and Spanier (1968), whereas 
the checking possibilities for those grammars as well as periodically time 
variant grammars were introduced in Salomaa (1969); programmed grammars 
were invented by Rosenkrantz (1969). 
As Salomaa (1970) shows, the respective types of the grammars above are 
all equivalent with respect to generative power; these results are summarized 
in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. 
2e d =~ __-J//c~ =~; ,  
=~ = ~ = ~0,  
S°t = 3-~ = d~'~ = ~,  
~o = j  =~ =~.  
2. UNORDERED SCATTERED CONTEXT GRAMMARS, 
RANDOM CONTEXT GRAMMARS AND GRAMMARS 
WITH PARTIAL ORDERING OF THE PRODUCTIONS 
Some more grammars recently introduced may be regarded as context-free 
grammars with restrictions imposed on the use of productions; we mention 
the "scattered context grammars" of Greibach and Hopcroft (1969), the 
"random context grammars" of Van der Walt (1970) and the "context-free 
grammars with partial ordering of the rules" of Fri§ (1968). We introduce 
now some modifications and generalizations, respectively, ofthese grammars, 
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DEFINITION l. An unordered scattered context grammar (uscg) is a triple 
G, = (G, U, R1) 
where G is a context-free grammar G = (N, T, R, S), R 1 is a subset of R and 
U is a finite set of finite strings 
<rl  , r 2 ,..., r~), r i in R, 1 ~ i ~ m. 
The elements of U are called production systems. In derivations according 
to G~ one has to apply entire production systems in the following sense: 
A production system 
<Ax ~ wl ,..., An -~ w~) 
(for 1 ~ i < j ~ n, A i ~ A t may occur) can only be applied to a word 
y -= xlAilx2Aix~Ai~ "'" xuAiuXu+l if 
(1) the sequence (Ai~ , Ai2 .... , Ai,,) is a permutation of a subsequence 
of (A1, A2 ..... A,~), • 
(2) xi in (NUT)*  for each i = l(1)u + 1, 
(3) A t in {A 1 ,..., Am} and not in {Ai~ ,..., Aq}  implies A t does not occur 
in y and Aj --+ wj is in R 1 , 
and the application results in the word 
XlWi lX2Wi  XaWi8 " "  XuWiuXU+t , 
i.e., the application of a production system consists in the simultaneous 
application of all its productions with "checking possibilities" according 
to (3). L(G~) denotes the language generated by the uscg G s = (G, U, R1); 
obviously, L( G ~) C L( G). 
We denote by S~j the family of languages generated by unordered scattered 
context grammars (if G ranges over all context-free grammars and for each G, 
U and R1, respectively, range over all possibilities), by 5~ the subset of 5#d 
obtained if G ranges over E-free context-free grammars only, by S ~ the subset 
of ~9~ E obtained by considering unordered scattered context grammars with 
empty sets R 1 and by S P the intersection of ~ and ~9 °~, 
The inclusions 
~9~ C SP~ C 5~{ and ~ C ~9~ C ~,~{ 
are obvious. 
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THEOREM 2. The family 5P properly includes the family of e-free context-free 
languages. 
Proof. Each context-free grammar can be considered as an uscg by 
interpreting each production as a one element production system. The 
inclusion is proper, because 5p contains the language L ~ {a~b~cn]n >/ 1}; 
it is generated by an uscg with the following production systems: 
(S -+ ABC), (A--~ aA, B---~ bB, C-+ cC), (A ---> a, B-+ b, C-+ c). | 
Remark. The uscg is a modification of the "scattered context grammar" 
(scg) of Greibach and Hopcroft (1969); Definition 1 gets equivalent to that, 
given in Greibach and Hopcroft for a scg if the conditions (1)-(3) are replaced 
by the following ones: 
(1 ' )  u = m,  
(2') ij = j fo r j  = l(1)m, 
(3') x~ in (N u T)* for i = l(1)m, 
(4') G is E-free. 
For a given uscg Gs = (G, U, 2~) where G is e-free an equivalent (i.e., 
generating the same language) scg G~ is obtained by the following 
construction. 
For every production system @1, r~ ,..., r,~) in Gs let Gs contain the m! 
production systems (rq,  rq .... , rim ) where (i 1 ..... ira) is a permutation of 
(1,..., m). 
Hence, the family of languages generated by seg's includes the family 5 # 
of languages generated by uscg's Gs --~ (G, U, ~), where G ranges over e-free 
context-free grammars. | 
DEFINITION 2. A random context grammar (rcg) is a triple 
G~ = (G,p, f )  
where G = (N, T, R, S) is a context-free grammar, p and f are mappings 
of R, the set of productions of G, in the set of subsets of N. 
For each r in R p(r) is called the permitting set and f(r)  the forbidding set 
of  r .  
Derivations in a rcg G~ are defined as follows: 
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A production r : A --~ w is applicable to a word y if and only if 
(1) y = uAv, uv is in V*, 
(2) every B in p(r) is a subword of uv, 
(3) no B inf(r)  is a subword of uv. 
Evidently, L(Gr) C L(G). 
Occasionally, rcg's are also written as quadruples 
G~ : (N, T, Rr, S) 
where N, T, S are identical with the corresponding components of the 
underlying context-free grammar G = (N, T, R, S) and 
R r = {(r,p(r),f(r))[r in R}. 
We denote by -~d the family of languages generated by rcg's G~ = (G, p,f), 
where G = (N, T, R, S) ranges over all context-free grammars and for each 
G, p and f range over all possibilities, by £e;0 and ~e, those subfamilies of 
languages generated by random context grammars with p(r) = ~ for each r 
in R andf(r)  = ~ for each r in R, respectively. L~e, and Lr,o, respectively, 
denote those subfamilies of 2~e," and L;(~0 obtained by considering E-free 
context-free grammars G only and ~f the intersection of ~e, and ~e.  
The inclusions 
~e C ~q" C o,~ec ~, o~ e C ~_~e C ~e~ and o,~e~0 C ~(~0 C ~ej 
are obvious. 
Remark. Random context grammars have been introduced inVan der Walt 
(1970) only over E-free context-free grammars (in some other notation); 
consequently only the families ~e and ~ are dealt with. Essentially 
Van der Walt shows that oo~e~ is an "abstract family of languages" (see 
Ginsburg and Greibach (1967)) and that each language in ~ has the 
periodicity property which is quoted in this paper in Theorem 12, as case (j). 
It will be shown, that with respect o generative power rcg's are in some 
respect equivalent to the other restrictive devices already mentioned. 
THEOREM 3. The family ~ properly includes the family of E'-free context-free 
languages. 
Proof. Every context-free grammar G = (N, T, R, S) may be considered 
as rcg Gr = (G,p,f)  withp(r) =f( r )  = ~ for each r in R; the inclusion is 
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proper, because .oOf contains the language L -~- {a~b~c ~ ] n ~ 1}; a generating 
rcg is for example G r = (N, T, Rr , S) with 
N = {S, A, B, C, A, B, C}, T = {a, b, c}, 
Rr = {(S--~ ABe,  ~,  ~), 
(A --+ a, {S}, ~ ), 
(B--+ b, {C}, ~ ), 
(c- .~, ~, ~), 
(A --~ aA, {B}, 2~ ), 
(B --+ bB, {C}, ;~), 
(c-+ ~c, {A}, ~), 
(A-+ A, {~), ~), 
(~ ~ B, {o}, ~), 
(c--, c, {A}, ~)}. ! 
DEFINITION 3. A context-free partial ordering grammar (pog) is a pair 
G~ = (G, >) 
where G is a context-free grammar G = (N, T, R, S) and > denotes a partial 
ordering in the set R of productions of G. 
Derivations in Gh are defined as follows: 
A production r : A --~ w is applicable to a word y in V + if 
y contains A 
y does not contain any B in N which is left side of a production 
r l :B - -+zwi thr  1 >r .  
Obviously, L( Gh) C L( G). 
We denote by ~ or W, respectively, the family of languages generated by 
pog's G h ~ (G, >)  with an arbitrary or e-free context-free G; therefore 
~D Yr. 
It will be shown in Section 3.3 that d/C'E = ~e~0 and ~t" = ~,0 .  
Remark. Grammars with partial ordering of the rules have been 
introduced in Fri~ (1968), there it is also shown that d/d contains 
L = {anbnc n ] n ~ 1} and therefore properly includes the family of e-free 
context-free languages. 
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3. EQUIVALENCE RESULTS 
The grammars introduced in Section 2 are now to be compared with respect 
to their generative power with each other and with those introduced in 
Section 1. 
3.1 Unordered Scattered Context Grammars and Context-Free ~Iatrix Grammars 
It will be shown that unordered scattered context grammars have the same 
generative power as matrix grammars (see Section 1); a normal form for 
uscg's will be developed. 
LEMMA 1. 5~ C d//d, ~ C d#,  ~ C J / f , ,  ~ C all. 
Proof. For a given uscgGs =(G,U ,  R1) with G = (N, T, R, S)  an 
equivalent matrix-grammar G m ----- (G, M, R1) with G = (-N, T,/~, S) may be 
constructed as follows: 
For each .//in N let ./i be a new symbol; let IV be the set N tJ {./i ] A in N}. 
Let h be the homomorphism of (N ~3 T)* defined by h(A) ~ A for each A 
in N and h(a) = a for each a in T. Let 
(A 1 -+ wl, A 2 -+ w~ ,..., Am --~ win) (+)  
be a production system in U; let d(wi) ~ A i l  ... A i~ ,  i ~ l(1)m be the 
word obtained by deleting all terminal symbols in w i . For each production 
system (+)  let M contain the matrix 
[A1--> h(Wl),..., Am "-~ h(wm), 2~11 --~ All ,..., zz11~l --~ A1 h , 
Am1 -+ Am1 ,..., A~l~-+ Amj. 
Let _/21 be the set obtained from R 1 by replacing each production A i -+ w~ 
by the following ones: 
Ai  ---> h(wi) ,  N i l  --> A i l  , Ai2 --> Ai2 .... , "dih -->" Aiz~ " 
Clearly, L(G,~) = L(G~) and if G, is e-free (i.e., the underlying context-free 
grammar is e-free) or does not allow checking possibilities, the same holds 
true for Gin. | 
Remark. Although not explicitly stated all constructions in this paper 
are effective. 
LEMMA 2. J///c e C ~e, ~///e C ~.  
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Proof. Let Gm= ( G, M, R1) be a matrix-grammar over G = (N, T, R, S); 
an equivalent uscg Gs = (G, U, RI) with G = (~V, T, R, S) may be con- 
structed as follows: 
Let n be the number of matrices in M and 
[A i l  --+ Wil ,..., 2~in i --)- Wini] 
the ith matrix. 
Let S and Di~ for i=  l(1)n, j=O(1)  n i - -  1 be new symbols. Let 
N = N w {S} w {nij ] i = l ( l )n, j  = O(1) n i - -  1}. 
Now let U contain the following production systems 
(1) 
(2) 
(21) 
(22) 
(3) 
,~ (31) 
(32) 
(33) 
For each i = l(1)n 
{S -+ SDio); 
for each i such that ni = 1 
(Ni l  "~ Wil , Dio ---)- D~o )
(Al l  -~ Wil , Dio --~ E); 
for each i such that ni > 1 
(A i j  -+ Wij , Di j -1 --> n i j  ) 
{Ain i -+ Win i , Dini-1 -+ Dko ) 
(Ain ~ --> Wini , Dini_ 1 --~ e). 
for each k = l(1)n, 
for eachj  = 1(1) ni -- 1. 
for each k = l(1)n, 
Let/21 = R 1 . 
Derivations in G~ are now simulated by derivations in Os : The application 
of the first production of the ith matrix is made possible by the occurrence 
of Dio ; tile application of the following productions in the correct order is 
guaranteed by the successive transitions Dij_ 1 --> Di j .  
Clearly, L(Gs) --~ L(G,~) and if G,, does not allow checking possibilities, 
then G s does not either. ] 
Remark. The construction of G~ uses that tile underlying context-free 
grammar is not necessarily e-free; the productions Dio-+ • and Din_ 1-+ e 
in (22) and (33) delete the nonterminals Dio and Din_ 1 in the last step of a 
derivation S *~ w, w in T*. But for an eventual proof o f  the inclusions 
J fc  C ~ and J / /C  df the above construction is not sufficient; their proof 
requires a more complicated construction which is described in the following 
two lemmas. 
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LEMMA 3. Let L C T + be a language in J /c  or J/Z, and d a new symbol not 
in T, then there exists an uscg G~ with L(G~) ~- Ld such that G8 is e-free or, 
e-free and excluding checking possibilities, respectively. 
Proof. We use the construction of Lemma 2 after replacing T by 
T = T to {d} and replacing the productions Dio ~ e and Din,-1 --~ E, 
respectively, by the productions Dio -~ d and D.~-I --+ d. The resuking useg 
has the desired properties. | 
In order to facilitate the construction of an uscg which generates L we first 
construct a grammar Gs,  equivalent o G8, of a restricted form introduced 
now (for a word w l(w) denotes the length of w, i.e., the number of symbols 
in w where l(e) = 0): 
DEFINITION 4. An uscg G~-~ (G, U, R1) with G = (N, T, R, S) is 
called 2-limited, if 
(i) (A 1 ~ wl ,..., A~ -+ w3) in U impliesj ~ 2 and l(wi) ~ 2 for i = 1, 2; 
(ii) j ---- 1 implies A 1 ~ S. 
Remark. The uscg Gs constructed in the proof of Lemma 3 is not 
necessarily 2-limited, but we obtain an equivalent uscg G8 which is 2-limited 
by the use of standard techniques combined with an obvious modification 
of R 1. | 
COROLLARY 1. I f  L in d//c~ , or L in M#, then there exists a 2-limited uscg Gs 
with or without checking possibilities, respectively, such that L( G~) -~ L. | 
COROLLARY 2. I f  L in dg~ , or L in J/Z, L C T + and d a new symbol not in T, 
then there exists a 2-limited useg G~ with or without checking possibilities, 
respectively, such that L( Gs) = Ld and G~ is e-free (i.e., the underlying context- 
free grammar is e-free). | 
LEMMA 4. I f  L C T+, d is a symbol not in T and G s ~ (G, U, R1) is an 
e-free and 2-limited uscg over G -~ (N, T k) {d}, R, S) generating Ld, then 
there exists an e-free and 2-limited uscg (~s such that L(~s) -~ L, where if G s 
allows or does not allow checking possibilities, the same holds true for ~s . 
Proof. V denotes the union N t.) T tJ (d}; some new symbols are intro- 
duced; ~q, each pair (A1, A2) in V × V and for each a in T a new symbol 5. 
Let _N~-NW{~[a inT}U{S}~V× V; let G, • (G ,U ,  Ra) with 
G = (1V, T, R, S) and R a , U as given below; let h be a homomorphism of 
(N u T)* defined by h(a) -~ ~for each a in T and h(A) -~ A for each A in N. 
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U contains the production systems: 
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(1) (S--~ a) for each a inL with l(a) = 1; 
(2) (S -+ h(A1)(A 2 A3)) if S *~ AaA2A ~ , A IAeA a in V3; 
(7 8 
(3) (S' --~ h(A1Ae)(Aa, A4) ) if S *~ A1A2AaA4, AzAeA3A 4 in V4; 
Gs 
(4) for each production system (A 1 --~ w 1 , 12 --~ we) in U the 
production system 
(A1 ~ h(w~), &-+ h(%)); 
additionally, if l (w i )  = /(We) -~ 1, then for each A in V 
(4a) (A  1 --+ h(Wl) , (Ae,  A)  --~ (go2, A) ) ,  
<A~ ~ h(w~), (A, & -,- (A, ~)),  
<(&, A) -~ (~1, A), A2 ~ h(we)), 
( (A,  A1) --~ (A, Wl) , A 2 ~ h(wg)), 
and for each A in h(N k) T) 
(A - ,  A, (& ,  A~) ~ (we, wl)); 
additionally, if l(wl) = 1, w 2 = AaA~, then for each A in V 
(4b) (A~ --+ h(wa), (Ae , A) --~ h(As)(A ~ , A)) ,  
~A~ ~ h(w~), (A, A~) -+ h(A)(& , A~)), 
( (A1 ,  A)  ~ (Wl, A), A 2 --+ h(we)), 
((A, A~) ~ (A, w~), & ~ h(we)), 
and for each A in h(N tA T) 
~A ~ A, (&,  Ae) ~ h(w~)(A~, A)),  
(A  ~ A, (Ae,  At)  --> h(A3)(A 4 , wa)); 
additionally, if l(we) = 1, w 1 = A3A4, then for each A in V 
(4c) all production systems, formed from those of (4c) by interchanging 
the indices 1 and 2; 
additionally, if w 1 = AaA4, w 2 = AsA6,  then for each A in V 
(4d) {A~-~ h(w~), (Ae, A)--~ h(A3)(A4 , A)), 
(A t  --+ h(wa), (A, Ae) --+ h(A)(Aa , Aa)), 
((Ax , A)  --,- h(Aa)(Aa , A), A2 -+ h(w2)), 
643/2olz-6 
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((A, &)  -,. h(A)(& , A,), & ~ h(w~)) 
and for each A in h(N w T) 
(A ~ A, (& ,  &)  ~ h(~)(A~, A~)); 
(5) (d -+ a, (b, d) -+ (b, d)) for each a in T and each b in T, 
(8 -+ a, (b, d) --~ b) for each a in T and each b in T. 
/21 contains for each A -+ w in R a the following productions: 
additionally, if l(w) -~ 1 : 
(A, B) -~ (~, B) 
(B, A)-~ (B, w) 
additionally, if w = AaA 4 : 
(A, B) -+ h(&) (& ,  B) 
(B, A) -+ h(B)(Aa, A,)  
A ~ h(w), 
for each B in V, 
for each B in V --  {d}, 
for each B in V, 
for each B in V --  {d}. 
Now L(G~)d =L(G~);  this can be shown by comparing corresponding 
derivations in Gs and Gs; the construction of Gs simply combines the 
symbol d with the symbol to its left; hence L(G~) = L. 
G, may not be a 2-limited uscg; by use of standard techniques combined 
with an obvious modification of R1 a 2-limited uscg ~s is obtained such that 
L(G~) = L((~s) and ~s has the desired properties. | 
The next theorem follows immediately from Lemmas 1 and 2, or Lemmas 1, 
3, and 4, respectively: 
THEOREM 4. ~///," = 6fJ, ~"  = 6 a', ~ ,  = 6a~, d /  = 6 a. | 
Applications of Lemma 1 and Corollary 1 (in this order) or Lemma 1, 
Corollary 2 and Lemma 4, respectively, give the following normal form 
theorem: 
THEOREM 5. If Gs is an uscg then there exists a 2-limited uscg 67 8 with 
L( Gs) = L( G ~). 
Additionally, it G s is e-free or does not allow checking possibilities, then 
the same holds true for G s . | 
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3.2 Unordered Scattered Context Grammars and Random Context Grammars 
Unordered scattered context grammars and random context grammars 
will be compared with respect to their generative power; additionally a 
normal form for rcg's will be developed. 
LEMMA 5. ~¢cC~e,  ~cC~,  ~,eC~ e, ~C~.  
Pro@ Let Gr = (G,p, f )  with G = (N, T ,R ,S )  be a rcg; let the 
mappings p and f be given by the set of triples 
R r = {(r,p(r),f(r))[r in R). 
Let Y be a new symbol not in N and _N = N k) {Y}. 
Let (7, = (G, U, R1) with (7 = (N, T, ff~, S) an uscg with -Ra and U as 
follows: 
For each triple 
(A -+ w, {P1 .... , P~}, {F~,..., Ff}) in Rr 
(7 8 contains in U the production system 
(A --~ w, P1--~ P1,..., P~--~ P~o ,F~--+ Y ..... F~----~ Y),  ( q-) 
in -~1 the productions F 1 --+ Y,..., F s --+ Y. 
Note, that an application of a production system (@) to a word y is only 
possible, if y contains the nonterminals A, P1 ,..., P~,  but cannot be part 
of a derivationy *=> x, x in T*, i fy contains one of the nonterminalsF 1 ,..., F I . 
Clearly, L(G~.) = L((7~), if Gr is e-free (i.e., the underlying context-free 
grammar is e-free) then (7~ is e-free, and if Gr has empty forbidding sets, 
then (Ts does not allow checking possibilities. | 
LEMMA 6. 6aJ C ~e,.  
Proof. Let Go = (G, U, R1) be an uscg with G = (N, T, R, S); without 
loss of generality we assume that Gs is 2-limited (Theorem 6). Let n be the 
number of production systems in U and 
U = U (S  ~ Wi) I,.J (A l l  ~ Wil, Ai2 --~ wi2) 
i= l  i=u 
where 
1 <~u~n,  l(wi) <~2 
l(wi~) <~ 2 
for each i =- l(1)u - -  1, 
for each i = u(1)n and j  = 1, 2. 
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A rcg G with L (G  ) = L(G~) may be constructed as follows: 
For each A in N let A be a new symbol; furthermore l t Dis with i = u(1)n 
and j  = O(1)7 be new symbols; let 
IV = N w {A] A in N} w {Dij [ i = u(1)n,j = O(1)73. 
Now let Gr = (N, T, Rr ,  S) with Rr defined as follows: 
/?~ contains the triples: 
(1) (S'--+ SDio, ~,  2J) for each i = u(1)n; 
(2) for each production system <S ~ wi> in U 
(S~ wi, z ,  z); 
(3) for each production system <Nil -+ wa , Ai2 --~ wiu > in U 
(Dio --+ Dn,  {All}, {-~,~}), 
(Da -+ Di2, {Aiz}, {•2}), 
(&1 ~ &l ,  {Die}, {&~}), 
(n i2  ~ D ig ,  {&l}, Z), 
(Ai2 -+ 2~i2 , {Di8}, {~zii2}), 
(Dia --,- n ia  , {-/it2}, N ), 
(_/ii1 -+ Wil , {Die}, ~ ), 
(Ai2 -~ wi2, {ni4}, Z ), 
(ni4-~ D~, z, {&~}), 
(Di5 . -+  Djo , ~,  {Ai2}) for eachj = u(l)n 
(31) and additionally, if Ai~ --+ wi2 in R 1 
(Dio --~ D~6, {All}, {Ai2}), 
(Ai~ --~ t/ix, {Di6}, {Ail}), 
(X~il --+ Wi l ,  {Din}, Z), 
(Di s --~ njo,  Z,  {All}) for eachj = u(1)n; 
(32) and additionally, if A n --',- wil in R 1 all triples obtained from those 
given under (31) by interchanging the indices as follows: 1 and 2 
are permuted; 6 is replaced by 7. 
(4) (D~- o -+ e, ~,  ~)  for eachj = u(1)n. 
Clearly, L(G,) = L(G~). | 
Remark. A rcg G~ with L(G,.) ----L(Gs) can be constructed in a simpler 
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way by using permitting and forbidding sets which contain more than one 
element; the special form of the triples in the above construction facilitates 
the proof of the following normal form theorem: 
DEFINITION 5. A random context grammar Gr = (N, T, R~, S) is called 
limited, if every triple in R r is of one of the following three forms: 
(a) (A---> AxA~ , P ,F)  
(b) (A--> A~ , P ,F)  
(c) (A-~ a, ~, ~) 
where A, A 1 , A 2 in N, a in T ~) {E} and P, F C N, each either empty or a one 
element set. 
THEOREM 6. Each language L in the family ~d can be generated by a 
limited rcg Gr -~ (N, T, R~ , S). 
Proof. From Lemma 5 follows L in 5zj; by Theorem 5L can be generated 
by a uscg Gs which is 2-limited; the equivalent rcg G r ~ (~V, T, Rr, S) 
constructed in Lemma 6 nearly has the desired form; G~ is transformed into 
an equivalent limited rcg G~ = (N, T, Rr,  S) as follows: 
For each a in T let d be a new symbol and N = ~V U {g [ a in T}. 
Let h be a homomorphism of (N u T)* defined by h(A) = A for each A 
in N and h(a) ~- d for each a in T. 
Let R r result from/~r by replacing each triple (A --~ w, P, F) in R r by the 
triple (A ---> h(w), P, F) and adding for each a in T the triple (g ---> a, ~,  ~). 
Clearly, L(Gr) = L(Gr) and G r is limited. | 
Remark. The construction of Gr in Lemma 6 uses that the underlying 
context-free grammar is not necessarily E-free (it contains the productions 
Dj0---> E); therefore it is not sufficient for an eventual proof of 5~c C .~e c . 
We proceed analogously as in Lemmas 3 and 4: 
LEMMA 7. I l L  C T + is a language in 5P~ and d a new symbol not in T, then 
there exists an E-free and limited rcg ~r with L(Gr) = Ld. 
Proof. We use the construction of Lemma 6 after replacing T by 
= T ~3 (d} and replacing the set of triples given in (4) by the set of all triples 
(4') (Dj0--~ d, Z, ~) for eachj = u(1)n. 
Obviously, the resulting rammar Or generates Ld, but O r is not necessarily 
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limited. We obtain a limited rcg ~, with L (~)  = Ld by using the same 
construction as in Theorem 6. | 
LEMMA 8. I f  L C T +, d is a symbol not in T and Ld is in ~ , then there 
exists a rcg Gr = (N, T, R~, , S) such that L(Gr) = L and G~ is e-free. 
Proof. Let Gr = (N, T u {d}, Rr,  S) be a rcg over an e-free grammar 
G = (N, T u {d}, R, S) with L(G,) = Ld. Without loss of generality G, is 
assumed to be limited (this follows from Lemma 5, Theorem 5, Lemma 4 
and Lemma 7). 
Let V = Nu Tt3 {d}; let ~ and each pair (A1,As)  in V × V be new 
symbols; let N = N u {S} u V × V. 
/~,. contains the following triples 
(1) (~-~ a, ~, ~) 
(2) (~q~ (A~,A2), .~, ~) 
(3) (~-~ A~(A2, &), ~, ~) 
if a in T and a in L; 
if S ~ A1A s , A1A 2in VS; 
Gr 
if S *~ A1AsA 3 , A1AsA 3 in V8; 
G r 
(4) for each (d -+ A id  2 , {P}, {F}) in Rr, 
for each P in {P} U {(P, B) ] B in V -- {F}} and 
for each C in V -- {F} 
(A -+ A lAs ,  {P}, F), 
((A, C) --~ At (As ,  C), {P}, F), 
((C, A) -+ C(A1, As) , {P}, F), 
where F ---- {F} u ({F} × V) w (V × {F}); 
(5) for each (4 --~ A1, {P}, {F}) in ~,  
for each P in {P} u {(P, B) [ S in V -- (F}}, 
for each C in V -- (F}, 
(A -+ a~, {P}, F), 
((A, C )~ (A~, C), {P}, F), 
((C, A) -~ (C, A), {P}, F), 
where _F is defined as in (4); 
(6) for each (A ~ a, ~, ~) in.R~ 
(A ~ a, ~, ~); 
(7) for each b in T 
fib, d )~ b, ~, ~). 
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By comparing corresponding derivations in G r and Gr we obtain 
L(G~)d ~-L(G~). The given construction simply combines the symbol d 
wkh the symbol to its left. | 
Lemmas 7 and 8 give together ~ C ~c • 
The following theorem summarizes the results of Lemmas 5 and 6, 
Lemmas 5, 7 and 8. 
THEOREM 7. ~d°c~ = "~a"a~c~, ' c : ~" c , NED ~,  ,-~ D ,~. | 
Remark. The author does not know, however, whether the last two 
inclusions are proper. 
3.3 Random Context Grammars and Context-Free Partial Ordering Grammars 
It will be shown that context-free partial ordering grammars (pog's) have 
the same generative power as random context grammars with empty 
permitting sets: 
THEOREM 8. ~ = ~ecO, 3gg°¢ ~ ~'~0" 
Proof. l. Let G h = (G, >)  be a pog over the context-free grammar 
G = (N, T, R, S), then an equivalent rcg G r = (N, T, Rr, S) may be 
constructed as follows: 
For each ~/-~ w in R let R~. contain the triple (A--> w, ~, F) where 
F ={B [B -+u inR,  B - -~u > A-+w}.  
Obviously, L(G~.) = L(Gn), G,. has empty permitting sets and if Gh is e-free, 
then G, is e-free. 
2. Conversely let G~ ---- (N, T, R , ,  S) be a rcg with empty permitting 
sets over the context-free grammar G = (N, T ,R ,S ) ;  an equivalent 
pog Gh = (G, >)  with G = (~V, T, R, S) may be constructed as follows: 
Let Y be a new symbol, not in N and 2V = N u {Y}; 
contains 
(1) for each triple (Ai---~wi, ~ ,  {Bil , . . . ,  Bin,}) where n~ >~ 1, the 
productions: 
B a -+ Y ,  Bi2 --+ Y,..., Bin ~ --~ Y, A i --~ w i , which are partially 
ordered by Bij -~ Y > A i --~ w i for eachj = 1(1) ni ; 
(2) for each triple (A ~ w, ~, ~)  the production A--+ w which can 
not be compared with any other production in the given ordering. 
Clearly, L(Gh) = L(G,) and, if Gr is e-free then Gh is e-free. | 
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4. ON THE POSITION OF THE REGARDED GRAMMAI~ AND LANGUAGES 
IN THE CHOMSKY HIERARCHY 
At first we summarize the results about the various types of grammars 
obtained in Section 3.1-3.3: 
THEOREM 9. 
~=~--~ =~=J#=5 ~ED~e~, 
In Rosenkrantz (1969) it was shown that the family of languages generated 
by context-free programmed grammars equals the family of recursively 
enumerable languages. Indeed, the definition of programmed grammars 
established and used by Rosenkrantz differs from that given here, by the 
condition that in the application of a production _d --~ w to a word y the 
leftmost occurrence of.4 in y is to be rewritten by w. As Satomaa remarks the 
proof of this result of Rosenkrantz remains unaltered if one drops the 
condition that the successful application of a production must be leftmost. 
Hence ~ equals the family of recursively enumerable languages; Theorem 9
gives two new characterizations of this family in terms of unordered scattered 
context grammars and random context grammars: 
THEOREM 10. The family of recursively enumerable languages (= type 0 
languages in the Chomsky hierarchy) equals 
(a) the family of languages generated by unordered scattered context 
grammars, 
(b) the family of languages generated by random context grammars. | 
An immediate consequence of this theorem and the normal form 
Theorems 5 and 6 is contained in 
THEOREM 11. Each recursively enumerable language isgenerated by 
(a) a 2-limited unordered scattered context grammar, 
(b) a limited random context grammar. | 
In Rosenkrantz (1969) it is also established that the family ~c is a proper 
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subset of the family of context sensitive languages. The next theorem contains 
an immediate consequence of this result and Theorem 9: 
THEOREM 12. The families 5:, ~ ,  y_., y_:e and #t ~ are properly included 
in the family of context-sensitive languages and properly include the family of 
e-free context-free languages. I 
Remark. Theorem 12 gives an affirmative answer to a question of Fri~ 
(1968) whether the family 3¢t ° of languages generated by E-free partial ordering 
context-free grammars i properly included in the family of context-sensitive 
languages. It also solves an open problem of Van der Walt (1970) concerning 
the inclusion of the family ~fe in the family of context-sensitive languages. 
5. SOME PERIODICITY PROPERTIES OF THE REGARDED LANGUAGE FAMILIES 
Many of the context-free grammars with restrictive device generate 
languages which have periodicity properties imilar to the well known 
"uvwxy-property" of context-free languages. 
Let G be a context-free grammar with an arbitrary restrictive device; let 
N and T, respectively, denote the set of nonterminals and terminals of G and 
L the language generated by G. Following Brainerd (1968) we define the 
index of G. 
For any word w in (N L/ T)* let l(w) denote the length of w (i.e., the 
number of symbols in w where l(E) = 0) and d(w) denote the word obtained 
from w by erasing all nonterminals. We define the index of a derivation 
D : S = Y0 ~y l  ~y2 "'" ~yn in G 
by 
i(D, G) = max l(d(yi)), 
the index of a word w in L by 
i(w, a) ~- miDn i(D, G) 
(where D ranges over all admissable derivations of w in G), and the index of 
the grammar G by 
i(G) = max i(w, a) 
(where w ranges over all w in L). 
A grammar G is said to be of finite index, if i(G) is finite. 
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The following theorem states a "periodicity property" of languages 
generated by context-free grammars with various restrictive devices in case of 
finite index: 
THEOREM 13. 
grammars 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
(i) 
(J) 
For each language L, generated by one of the following 
a context-sensitive grammar, 
a context-free programmed grammar, 
a context-free matrix grammar, 
an unordered scattered context grammar, 
a scattered context grammar, 
a partial ordering context-free grammar, 
a context-free grammar with regular control language, 
a periodically time-variant context-free grammar, 
a random context grammar, 
each of finite index, 
a random context grammar with empty forbidding sets, 
there exists an integer p such that if there is a word w in L with l(w) >/p, then 
there exists an integer q ~ l(w) such that for each natural number i the language L 
contains a word z with the two properties 
(1) l(z) = l(w) + iq, 
(2) w can be obtained from z by erasing suitable symbols. 
Proof. In Brainerd (1968) a somewhat weaker statement is proved for 
matrix grammars of finite index without checking possibilities only; its proof 
remains unaltered for arbitrary matrix grammars of finite index as regarded 
in this paper. The sharper statement above follows with some obvious 
supplementary considerations. Thus case (c) is proved. By respective inter- 
pretation this supplemented proof holds true also for grammars of type (e). 
By some results of Salomaa (1970) and of this paper, respectively, the 
grammars of type (b), (g), (h) and (f), (i) are equivalent with certain matrix 
grammars. The constructions in the proofs of these equivalence r sults are all 
effective; it is easy to verify that the equivalent matrix grammars have finite 
index if and only if the first grammar has finite index; hence the statement 
holds true for the grammars of type (b), (d), (f), (g), (h) and (i). By a results of 
Van der Walt (1970) the statement holds true for languages in ~;  the proof 
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of Van der Walt remains unaltered for languages in the including set ~e~; 
this proves case (j). 
Case (a) can be proved by using the basic idea of Brainerd--as quoted 
above in the case (c)--supplemented by some modifications and additional 
considerations. |
CONCLUSION 
Concerning the inclusions f C ~9 ° and ~e~ C ~ (Section 3.2) we have 
already remarked that we are unable to show proper containment. Other 
open problems concern the relation between the families of languages 
generated by scattered context grammars and by unordered scattered context 
grammars. Clearly, it is possible to extend the original definition of scattered 
context grammars of Greibach and Hopcroft by including productions A ~ E 
and by including checking possibilities. The question arises whether these 
types of a scattered context grammar have a greater generative power than 
the corresponding types of an unordered scattered context grammar: 
We denote by ~9~c * the family of languages generated by arbitrary scattered 
context grammars which include productions A - - -e  as well as checking 
possibilities; ~ is the subset of 90~ , obtained by excluding productions 
A --~- E. 
St~ is the family of languages generated by scattered context grammars 
without checking possibilities and, at last, 9 ° = ~ ch ~90¢. 
As an immediate consequence we have the following inclusions: 
~c~,  ~c~,  ~oc~,  ~c~.  (+) 
By Theorem 10 it is obvious that the family ~gv~ ~ equals the family ~9°~ ~.
The author does not know, however, whether the other inclusions in (+)  are 
proper. 
Finally, it should be remarked that important research topics are concerned 
with the applicability of unordered scattered context grammars and random 
context grammars to the syntactical definition of programming languages. 
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